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ABSTRACT
Self-supervised visual pretraining has shown significant progress recently. Among those methods, SimCLR greatly advanced the state of
the art in self-supervised and semi-supervised learning on ImageNet.
The input feature representations for speech and visual tasks are both
continuous, so it is natural to consider applying similar objective on
speech representation learning. In this paper, we propose Speech
SimCLR, a new self-supervised objective for speech representation
learning. During training, Speech SimCLR applies augmentation on
raw speech and its spectrogram. Its objective is the combination of
contrastive loss that maximizes agreement between differently augmented samples in the latent space and reconstruction loss of input
representation. The proposed method achieved competitive results
on speech emotion recognition and speech recognition. When used
as feature extractor, our best model achieved 5.89% word error rate
on LibriSpeech test-clean set using LibriSpeech 960 hours as pretraining data and LibriSpeech train-clean-100 set as fine-tuning data,
which is the lowest error rate obtained in this setup to the best of our
knowledge.
Index Terms— unsupervised pretraining, speech recognition,
speech emotion recognition, simclr, reconstruction objection
1. INTRODUCTION
Self-supervised learning is gaining popularity recently. On one hand,
deep learning relies heavily on large amounts of high quality labeled data but obtaining labeled data is usually very costly and timeconsuming. On the other hand, self-supervised learning attempts to
extract knowledge from unlabeled data. It can potentially discover
representations that capture the underlying structure of such data,
which helps with the performance and convergence speed of downstream tasks.
In the area of speech, researchers proposed many self-supervised
pretraining algorithms. Wav2vec [1] extracts a representation from
data using a contrastive loss that requires a true future audio sample to be distinguished from negative samples. Reference [2, 3, 4]
extend this approach and learn vector quantized (VQ) representations of audio data using a future time-step prediction task with the
help of BERT. Autoregressive Predictive Coding (APC) is a reconstruction loss proposed by [5, 6]. It got inspiration from language
model in NLP and tries to predict unseen future frames based on
past frames. The idea is further extended in [7], which also added
the objective of past frame prediction. Some other reconstruction
methods [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] were motivated by NLP. Most of
them applied BERT-style masks on input feature representations and
adopted reconstruction objective for representation learning. It is

worth pointing out that some of the above methods [9, 14] used augmentation during the training of unsupervised models. These augmentations helped to make learned representation more robust and
improved the performance of downstream tasks.
Also employed augmentation methods, SimCLR [15] is a framework for contrastive learning of visual representations. It learns representations by maximizing the agreement between differently augmented views of the same image via a contrastive loss in the latent
space. SimCLR improved considerably over previous methods for
self-supervised, semi-supervised, and transfer learning methods that
require specifically designed architectures in terms of top-1 accuracy for ImageNet. The best result obtained by it can also match
its supervised counterparts. Unlike NLP, whose inputs are mostly
discrete characters, the input feature representations for speech and
visual tasks are both continuous. Inspired by the recent success of
SimCLR, we propose Speech SimCLR, a new self-supervised objective for speech representation learning. Speech SimCLR first
conducts augmentation on raw speech and its spectrogram, it then
learns speech representation by maximizing agreement between differently augmented sample via a contrastive loss in the latent space.
Contrastive and reconstruction objectives help speech representation learning in different ways. Recent work [16] claimed that selfsupervised representations can be further improved by combining
contrastive and reconstruction objectives. We also tested this theory
in our work.
We made our code and pretrained model publicly available
for reproducibility at https://github.com/athena-team/
athena/tree/simclr.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Data augmentation for Speech Representation Learning
There are several previous work that applied data augmentation for
speech representation learning. PASE [17] tackled multiple selfsupervised tasks jointly using an ensemble of neural networks that
cooperate to discover good speech representations. It used four regression workers and three binary discrimination tasks to learn a
higher level of abstraction than surface features. In WavAugment
[18], the author applied a combination of pitch modification, additive noise and reverberation to speech and substantially increased the
performance of CPC by 18-22% on ABX errors on Libri-light [19].
DeCoAR [20] and TERA [14] are two reconstruction-based methods
that used augmentation similar to SpecAugument [21]. Apart from
temporal and channel augmentation, TERA also added magnitude
alteration and got better results on downstream tasks with it. Our
work differs from these work in the augmentation we applied and
the objective function we used.
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For augmentation to a specific speech task, we try to use these methods that would bring variation to input speech but would not affect
the final result of downstream tasks. For speech recognition and
speech emotion recognition, we applied random pitch shift, speed
perturbation, room reverberation and additive noise to the original
waveform. Time masking and frequency masking is also applied to
spectrogram. All of our augmentations is conducted using the open
source WavAugment tool provided in [18].
3.2. Model Structure
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Fig. 1: The overall architecture of Speech SimCLR

2.2. TERA
TERA used a multi-target auxiliary task to pre-train transformer encoder on a large amount of unlabeled speech. The model learns
through the reconstruction of acoustic frames from its altered counterpart, where a stochastic policy altering along three dimensions:
temporal, channel, and magnitude is used.
For temporal alteration, Tnum amount of starting locations IT
without replacement are selected. The amount Tnum is given as
the maximum time alteration percentage PT normalized by the time
alteration width WT . For each starting index location in IT , WT
consecutive frames from it are altered according to the following
stochastic alteration policy: 1) 80% of the time, all the selected
frames are masked to zero. 2) 10% of the time, selected frames are
replaced with random segments of frames. 3) For the rest 10% of the
time, the frames in original input are left unchanged.
For channel alteration, values of a block of consecutive channels
are randomly masked to zero for all time steps across the input sequence. The block of masked channels is selected by first sampling
the width of block Wc from 0, 1, ..., WC uniformly. Then, a channel
index IC from {0, 1, ..., Hx - Wc − 1} is sampled, where Hx is the
number of channels in input sequence x. The channels from IC to
IC + Wc − 1 are those to be masked.
Magnitude alteration is done by applying sampled Gaussian
noise to augment the magnitude of input sequences with a probability PN . For PN of the time, a random magnitude matrix z of
dimensions Lx and Hx is sampled, which has the same shape as x.
Each element in z is sampled from the normal distribution N with
zero mean and 0.2 variance. z is then added on top of the real frames
of x.
The final objective of TERA is the L1 reconstruction loss computed between input x and network output from TERA.

3. SPEECH SIMCLR
An illustration of Speech SimCLR is provided in Fig 1. We will
discuss each part of Speech SimCLR in detail in the following subsections.

The stochastic data augmentation module transforms any given data
example x randomly to two correlated views of the same example
xi and xj . After that, a neural network base encoder f extracts representation vectors from augmented data examples hi = f (xi ) and
hj = f (xj ). These encoder outputs are the representations that
will be used in downstream tasks. Transformer based models have
been proven to be very effective for various speech tasks [22], so we
used transformer layers as the building blocks for the encoder part
of Speech SimCLR.
After encoder, we applied average pooling on encoder output and use a projection head to map it to the space where contrastive loss is applied. Following SimCLR, we also used a nonlinear MLP with one hidden layer as the projection head. Specifically, the output of projection head is zi = g(avgpool(hi )) =
W (2) σ(W (1) avgpool(hi )) where σ is a ReLU non-linearity.
For contrastive learning to work, distributed training is usually
required to get a large batch size [15, 23]. During the training of
Speech SimCLR, positive pairs are computed in the same device. If
BatchNorm is used, the model can exploit local information leakage to improve prediction accuracy because the BatchNorm mean
and variance are aggregated locally per device. So we replaced all
BatchNorm in our model to LayerNorm as suggested in [24].
3.3. Objective function
The contrastive objective function we used in this work is NT-Xent,
which achieved the best results compared to other contrastive objectives in SimCLR. For a minibatch of N examples, given a positive
pair, the other 2(N − 1) augmented examples within a minibatch is
treated as negative examples. Let sim(u, v) = uT v/||u||||v|| denote
the cosine similarity between two vectors u and v. Then the loss
function for a positive pair of examples (i, j) is defined as
exp(sim(zi , zj )/τ )
k=1 1[k6=i] exp(sim(zi , zk )/τ )

li,j = −log P2N

(1)

where 1[k = i] ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator function evaluating to 1
iff k 6= i and τ denotes a temperature parameter. The final loss is
computed across all positive pairs, both (i, j) and (j, i), in a minibatch. The temperature of NT-Xent is set to 0.1 throughout our experiments.
For reconstruction loss, we first adopted time alteration and
channel alteration strategy similar to TERA. For temporal alternation, we reduced the time alteration width Wt to 4 frames because in
contrastive training, time masking has already been applied. Channel alteration width Wc is reduced to 4 channels for the same reason.
The objective for reconstruction is the L1 loss computed between
input and encoder output.

The final objective for Speech SimCLR then becomes the
weighted sum of NT-Xent and reconstruction loss. We gave them
equal weights for the experiments of this paper.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Data
During training, WavAugument was used to add random pitch shift
in the range of -300 to 300 and random speed perturbation in the
range of 0.8 to 1.2 to the original audio. Random noise taken from
[25] was added to the original audio with SNR between 5-10 db.
We also added reverberation with 50% reverberance, 50% dumping
factor and random room scale in the range of 0-100% (these are soxstyle parameters). Random time mask between 0 to 40 frames and
random frequency mask between 0 to 10 mel frequency channels
were applied to spectrogram.
For pretraining, all 960 hours of LibriSpeech is used. 80 dimension FBANK is extracted and per-speaker CMVN (cepstral mean
and variance normalization) is applied to the features.
IEMOCAP database [26] is used as downstream task for speech
emotion recognition. We used the recordings where majority of annotators agreed on the emotion labels and it contains 4 kinds of
emotions: angry, happy, sad and neutral state. Happy and excited
emotions were combined as happy in order to balance the number of
samples in each emotion class. The dataset contains 5,531 utterances
(1,103 angry, 1,636 happy, 1,708 neutral, 1,084 sad) grouped into 5
sessions. We conduct 5-fold cross validation on IEMOCAP, taking
samples from 8 speakers as train and development sets and the ones
from the remaining 2 speakers as respective testset.
For downstream ASR task, the model is fine-tuned on LibriSpeech train-clean-100 set and tested on LibriSpeech test-clean,
TIMIT [27] and DIRHA [28].

Table 1: UAR(%) comparsion with other methods on IEMOCAP
Methods

Pretraining Data

Hours

UAR

Multi-task Learning [34]
Autoencoder [35]
MPC [29]
Speech SimCLR
Speech SimCLR + Recon

Tedlium [36]
OpenAudio [29]
LibriSpeech
LibriSpeech

207
1715
960
960

62.5
59.5
64.9
64.3
65.1

Table 2: Error Rate comparsion (%) with other pretraining methods
as feature extraction. WER is reported for LibriSpeech test-clean
while PER is reported for TIMIT
Datasets

Model

Error Rate

LibriSpeech

Bidir-CPC [39]
vq-wav2vec [2]
wav2vec-large [20]
DeCoAR [20]
TERA + FMLLR [14]
Speech SimCLR
Speech SimCLR + Recon

9.41
6.20
6.92
6.10
6.05
6.08
5.89

TIMIT

wav2vec [1]
TERA + FMLLR [14]
Speech XLNET [11]
Speech SimCLR
Speech SimCLR + Recon

15.6
14.5
13.3
15.1
14.2

IEMOCAP. Despite smaller pretraining dataset size, Speech SimCLR is able to match its performance when used alone and exceed
its performance when combined with reconstruction loss.
4.3. Speech Recognition

4.2. Speech Emotion Recognition
The encoder structure of emotion recognition model is similar to
TERA, where the encoder is composed of three transformer layers
with numlayer = 3, dmodel = 768, df f = 3072 and dhead = 12.
In this task, Speech SimCLR is used as feature extractor. The batch
size for Speech SimCLR pretraining is 600 and it was trained for 150
epochs. For fine-tuning, we followed similar model structure as [29]
and used a transformer encoder with numlayer = 12, dmodel =
256, df f = 2048 and dhead = 4. The output of transformer encoder
is then average pooled and fed into a feed-forward layer. Training
was done on 4 GPUs with a total batch size of 64 for 25 epochs. We
used the Adam optimizer [30] with warmup schedule [31] according
to the formula:
−0.5
lrate = k ∗ d0.5
, n ∗ warmup n−1.5 ),
model ∗ min(n

(2)

where n is the step number, k = 0.5 and warmup n = 8000. During evaluating, we averaged from the best 5 checkpoints on the development set during training. The unweighted average of the classspecific recalls (UAR) achieved by the system is used as our metrics.
As shown in Table 1, Speech SimCLR achieved competitive accuracy on IEMOCAP compared to previous work using speech feature. OpenAudio contains MuST-C En-De (408 hours) [32], Librispeech (960 hours) and ESC-US (347 hours) [33]. Reference [29]
used self-supervised pretraining with it to boost the performance of

Speech SimCLR is used for both feature extraction and fine-tuning in
ASR experiments. For feature extraction, we conducted experiments
with the Hybrid DNN/HMM ASR modeling setup implemented inside the PyTorch-Kaldi [37] toolkit. We followed the best model
structure and setup as TERA, namely TERA base + liGRU + LM
Rescore. The batch size for Speech SimCLR pretraining is 600 and
it was trained for 150 epochs. We compared our results with other
work that used a similar setup and listed results in Table 2. On LibriSpeech test-clean, Speech SimCLR achieved lower error rates than
other pretraining methods, even when more fine-tuning data is used
like in [2]. PER with Speech SimCLR on TIMIT is only worse than
[11], which used a pool of Librispeech, TED-LIUM release2 [36]
and WSJ-si284 corpora [38] as pretraining data. It is also worth
mentioning that FBANK is considered to be a worse feature than
FMLLR in TERA. With the help of reconstruction objective, Speech
SimCLR is able to achieve better results than TERA despite that.
Because our model is written in Tensorflow, it is not possible
to conduct fine-tuning experiments using the same setup as feature
extraction. Instead, we used end-to-end Attention-CTC joint training framework for ASR fine-tuning like the setup in [13]. For encoder, the parameters we used are numlayer = 6, dmodel = 512,
df f = 1280 and dhead = 4, while for decoder, the parameters
we used are numlayer = 3, dmodel = 512, df f = 1280 and
dhead = 4. These parameters are carefully chosen so the total number of parameters will be close to TERA base plus ligru. For fine-

Datasets

Model

Error Rate

LibriSpeech

vq-wav2vec [2]
TERA + FMLLR [14]
Rand Init Speech SimCLR
Speech SimCLR + Recon

4.50
5.84
6.83
5.76

TIMIT

TERA + FMLLR [14]
Rand Init Speech SimCLR
Speech SimCLR + Recon

15.2
17.2
16.4

tuning experiments with Speech SimCLR, a source sequence X is
first fed into a prenet that consists of two-layer CNN with 256 channels, stride size 2 and kernel size 3 and transformed to subsampled
sub
attn
sequence X0 ∈ Rn ×d
prior to being fed into the encoder.
During pretraining, because downsampling is applied in encoder,
we used a bigger batch size of 1200 and also trained for 150 epochs.
The setup for fine-tuning and decoding is similar to the one used in
[13]. Except that we also applied speed perturbation, additive noise
and SpecAugument during fine-tuning stage with the same parameters in pretraining.
We compared fine-tuned Speech SimCLR with randomly initialized ones and other works on LibriSpeech and TIMIT. For
Librispeech, as shown in Table 3, Speech SimCLR achieved lower
error rates compared to most other pre-training methods. More
importantly, Speech SimCLR still provides benefits to downstream
tasks even when similar augmentation is used during fine-tuning.
The results of Speech SimCLR on TIMIT is worse because the size
of TIMIT is too small for end-to-end framework. Nevertheless,
fine-tuning works better than randomly initialized Speech SimCLR,
showing the importance of pre-training with more data.
4.4. Ablation Study
First of all, we study the impact of augmentations on different target problems. To do so, we retrained a number of Speech SimCLR
model with LibriSpeech train-clean-100 set discarding one augmentation at a time. For fine-tuning datasets, apart from TIMIT and
IEMOCAP, we also added DIRHA [28] to see how augmentation in
Speech SimCLR will affect downstream tasks in different recording
conditions. The training for both TIMIT and DIRHA is done using the MLP configuration in PyTorch-Kaldi to make training faster.
The accuracies of Table 4 show that no augmentation is dispensable
and the best results are achieved when all augmentations are present.
For individual augmentations, additive noise and speed perturbation
are generally the most crucial ones for speech recognition. Room
reverberation is not so useful for TIMIT and IEMOCAP, but it is really important for DIRHA. We believe its because DIRHA dataset
is also artificially contaminated with room reverberation and Speech
SimCLR with similar augmentation can improve the performance on
this task. As for emotion recognition, pitch shift and frequency mask
are the most important augmentations. We believe its because these
two augmentations have the biggest influence on pitch estimation,
which is closely related to emotion.
We also evaluated the effect of batch size and training epochs for
Speech SimCLR. These experiments are conducted with the whole

Table 4: Baseline accuracy(%) and absolute accuracy reduction(%)
of TIMIT, DIRHA and IEMOCAP using different augmentation
setup for Speech SimCLR. The minus sign in the leftmost column
means discarding this augmentation
Augmentation

ASR
TIMIT DIRHA

Emotion
IEMOCAP

All
- Noise
- Speed Perturbation
- Time Mask
- Freq Mask
- Room Reverb
- Pitch Shift

82.7
-0.7
-0.5
-0.2
-0.2
-0.0
-0.2

63.7
-0.5
-1.2
-0.3
-2.4
-0.2
-1.9

72.5
-1.3
-0.7
-0.3
-0.4
-1.2
-0.2

20

Batch size = 600
Batch size = 300
Batch size = 150

19
18

PER

Table 3: Error Rate(%) comparsion with other pretraining methods
when used as fine-tuning. WER is reported for LibriSpeech testclean while PER is reported for TIMIT
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Fig. 2: PER on TIMIT using LibriSpeech train-clean-100 as pretraining data with different epochs and batch size

960 hours LibriSpeech as pretraining data and LibriSpeech trainclean-100 as fine-tuning data. As shown in Fig 2, using larger batch
size and training for more epochs does bring benefits to downstream
tasks. We find that, when the number of training epochs is small (e.g.
50 epochs), larger batch sizes have a significant advantage over the
smaller ones. With more training steps/ epochs, the gaps between
different batch sizes decrease or disappear. The finding here echoes
with the conclusion from [15] and shows that larger batch sizes are
beneficial for contrastive learning because it provides more negative
examples. Training longer has the same effect.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed Speech SimCLR, a new self-supervised
speech representation learning objective combining contrastive and
reconstruction objective. Our experiments suggest that Speech SimCLR is able to discover robust representations for both speech recognition and speech emotion recognition. We also conducted ablation
experiments on how augmentation methods, batch size and training
epochs will affect the performance of Speech SimCLR. Moreover,
we pointed out that Speech SimCLR can get a consistent boost with
the addition of reconstruction loss, which highlights the importance
of combining these two objectives. In the future, we would like to
explore other speech augmentations for Speech SimCLR and try to
apply Speech SimCLR to other speech related tasks.
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